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Accelerating Innovation Through Cloud Efficiency
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As the digital landscape of the business world continues to shift around new technologies, more

Services (AMS) is a cloud

and more businesses are making the move to the cloud. Many organizations taking advantage of

subscription service
that allows customers to

the cloud realize they have existing gaps within their current skill set and processes to effectively
monitor, optimize and improve their cloud properties.
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through a team of cloud

(AMS) delivers a cloud

architects and engineers

service that directly

who leverage the latest
cloud innovations.

improves and optimizes
Azure subscriptions for
architectural strategy, best
practices, performance,
and cost. Using a dedicated
team of cloud experts,
Catapult helps provide
strategic architectural
guidance unique to your
business’s needs and
goals in the cloud. From start to finish, Catapult remains with you to ensure that your business is
achieving all your objectives on your cloud journey.

YOUR CLOUD, OPTIMIZED
Our team of cloud experts remains at-the-ready for all of your cloud needs—including diagnosing
health and performance, configuring analytics, providing cost fluctuation alerts, and keeping
up with the latest release of new features in Azure. Whether you’re lacking cloud expertise or
your team simply doesn’t have time to keep up, we help you continually improve your cloud
environment.
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HOW IT WORKS:

THE CATAPULT DIFFERENCE

Catapult helps you pick the service-level offering that best fits
what your goals and objectives are in the cloud: 1) Standard
Advisory, which includes strategy and guidance, or 2) Premier,
a full service execution. Both offerings provide supplementary
support throughout your

path to cloud improvement. We help you identify your unique
needs, and work with you to lay out a roadmap of objectives to
maximize the benefit to your organization in your cloud journey.
Our experienced team of cloud architects and engineers provide
the knowledge and technical expertise to get you where you

cloud journey.

need to go in the cloud, enabling you to remain focused and
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As your Azure partner, Catapult is with you at every step on your
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improve your cloud over time.

BENEFITS
• Tap into the latest updates and features in Azure
• Leverage cloud to identify new opportunities to
better support your business including driving new

Not only does Catapult’s service occur on an ongoing basis, but
you can budget for it monthly, paying for AMS as an operational
expense versus a capital expense. AMS pricing is based on
complexity of your Azure environment, not cloud spend, allowing
Catapult to provide fair and transparent pricing.

market share
• Gain access to Catapult’s team of cloud experts with
ongoing support that best fits your business’s need
and goals
• Optimize your cloud on an ongoing basis, so
that you’re always increasing your impact while

WE HELP YOU:
• Get the most out of your cloud, no matter where you are
with cloud budget and capabilities
• Create a roadmap of goals and objectives of where you

optimizing your cost
• Pay for Azure Management Services based on the
complexity of your environment, rather than your
cloud spend

want your business to go in the cloud
• Optimize your cloud environment on an ongoing basis
through advanced tooling, mature processes and our
expert team of cloud architects and engineers
• Gain insight into the performance of your cloud
environment, and what steps toward success you should
be taking
• Improve your application and data workload performance
through resource optimization

How can we help you?
www.catapultsystems.com
1-800-528-6248 info@CatapultSystems.com
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